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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COP 911SSION

REGION III

Report No. 50-331/84-17(DRS)

Docket'No. 50-331 License No. DPR-49

Licensee: Iowa Electric Light and Power Company
Security Building, P.O. Box 357
Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52406

Facility Name: Duane Arnold Energy Center

Inspection At: Palo, Iowa

Inspection Conducted: November 24, 1984

f. %-4 /2//J/ NInspectors: R. Mendez
Date<

/S[/8/fMZ. Falevits
Datb '

Approved By: [C. Williams, Chief IA!I3!7[
Plant Systems Section Date'

Inspection Summary

-Inspection on November 24, 1984 (Report No. 50-331/84-17(DRS))
Areas Inspected: Special announced inspection of licensee actions pertaining
to a trip of the unit startup transformer. The inspection involved a total of

-24 inspector-hours onsite by two NRC inspectors, including 8 inspector-hours
during off-shifts.
Results: In the areas inspected no items of noncompliance or deviations were
identified.
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1. ' Persons Contacted

i Iowa Electric Light and Power Company
,

R. McGayghy, Manager Nuclear Division
*W. Miller,; Technical Support Supervisor

~*R. Hannen, Assistant Plant-Superintendent - Operations
D. Kerr, Fire Marshall
J. Vinquist, Assistant Plant Superintendent - Technical Support
J. Christensen, Design Engineer
A. Clason, Maintenance Superintendent
S. McElmeel, System Protection Engineer
A. Steen, Operations Shift Supervisor'

* Denotes those who participated in the exit meeting performed by telecon
-on' Saturday November 24, 1984.
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2. Introduction<

:

I Anfinspection was conducted at Duane Arnold to review the licensee's
findings and corrective action pertaining to a, B phase to ground trip of,

the startup transformer. Additionally, the inspectors were to determine
whether the transformer had sustained damage and whether any adverse
conditions resulting from the transformer trip would preclude startup of
the Duane Arnold unit.
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3. = Background

On November. 23, 1984, the licensee. reported to the Region that the-

startup transformer deluge system actuated, although there was no evi-
dence of a fire. Actuation of the deluge system apparently resulted in
the water causing a phase to ground fault of the transformer's 8 phase,

IL which in turn caused the startup. transformer to trip. .The~ transformer
was supplying all the nonessential ~1oads at this time and loss of the'

transformer . initiated a reactor. trip. Discussions with the licensee and'

review of the available data indicated that the possible cause of the<

deluge system's spurious actuation, was failures of a thermostatic
: -rate-of-rise detector.and=a air pressure regulator. It'was postulated
,

L
that the detector which possibly vented air pressure after the auxiliary
transformer fire on November.4, 1984,~ failed to' properly reset and close
against the seat of the valve. 1This created a continuous leak and

. release of pressure in the air line and caused the deluge system to
. operate. Coincident with the detector malfunction, the air pressure
regulator which maintains a constant pressure in the deluge air 'line also-

apparently malfunctioned. The regulator failed to provide sufficient
; makeup air to keep the air pressure in the' deluge system constant at

,

| 35 psig. The licensee disassembled the regulator and identified metal
filings in the regulator's cylinder which controls the air supply in the
system. . This in effect, apparently did not allow the regulator to open

L-
and ' supply air when the rate-of-rise detector was leaking.
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4. Functional Areas Inspected

a. Inspection of the Startup and Auxiliary Transformers

The inspectors conducted a visual inspection of the startup and
auxiliary transformers and of the wall that separates them.
Although, the explosion destroyed the auxiliary transformer, no
apparent physical damage was observed on the startup transformer.
With respect to the wall separating the transformers, the wall
extends only to the top of the transformers; however, the top of the
wall is below the top of the startup transformer's high voltage
bushings, lightning arrestors and three insulators on the incoming
161 KV line. These electrical components appear to be vulnerable to
exposure fires and explosion caused by the auxiliary transformer.
During the fire and explosion of the plant's auxiliary transformer
on November 4, 1984, the startup transformer trip was due to a
buildup of carbon soot on two of the three 161 KV lines which caused
a phase to ground fault. It appears that a higher wall may have
prevented the flash over fire of the auxiliary transformer from
damaging the high voltage insulators of the startup transformer.
The licensee indicated they were reviewing the possibility of
extending the wall higher. This item remains open pending further
review by the licensee and the Region's fire protection section

(331/84-17-01).

b. Review of the Startup Transformer Deluge Surveillance Requirements

The inspector reviewed the present surveillance requirements of
deluge system #10 which provides protection to the startup trans-
former. The licensee's Surveillance Test Procedure No. NS-13C004,
Revision 6, delineates deluge system test and inspection require-
ments prescribed by fire codes and as a supplement to the Technical
Specifications. The testing requirements and surveillances however,
do not include testing or checking for leaks in the deluge air lines
or exercising the pressure regulator to determine operability. The
licensee determined that malfunction of the rate-of-rise detector -
and the pressure regulator apparently caused the deluge system to
actuate on November 23, 1984. The licensee's Engineering Office has
proposed a pressure switch in series with the regulator and an alarm
to annunciate in the control room to preclude future malfunctions.

c. Review of the Startup Transformer's Test Data

The inspectors reviewed data of two sets of tests performed on the
startup transformer to determine operability and to determine if it
had sustained damage during the transformer isolation events of
November 4'and November 23, 1984. Doble insulation, current
excitation and other tests were performed on the startup transformer
immediately after both events. The inspectors reviewed the
following test data:
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(1) High to low.(grounded) x and y windings - 10 KV test voltage
; '(2) High to-low (guarded) x and y windings - 10 KV test voltage

(3) All windings to ground - 2 KV test voltage.

(4) . Bushing tests - 10 KV test voltage
'

: '(C) Oil sample - 10 KV test voltage
(6) Total combustible gas = .09%s

i (7) Excitation current tests - 10 KV test voltage

The.first three tests (1), (2) and (3) provide indication of the-
integrity of the winding's insulation. In test (4) the insulation, ,

properties'of the high' voltage bushing were measured. An acceptable,

percent power factor rating below one percent indicates a satisfac-
tory insulation rating. Insulation tests performed on November 4
and November 23, 1984, for tests-(1), (2), (3) and (4) resulted in
readings of less than one percent. Tests (5) and (6) and (7) were
determined to be within the acceptable range. In conclusion, it
appears that the transformer meets the acceptance criteria in all

' respects and no evidence of degradation exists.

d. Review of the Electrical Power Supply Configuration

The inspectors reviewed single line diagram connection drawing E-1,
revision 7, to ascertain the sources of offsite power and plant
.l oads. The licensee meets General Design Criteria 17, which in part.

requires two sources of offsite power. The inspectors discussed'

the.following two issues with the licensee regarding their present-

electrical plant configuration and a possible degraded voltage
problem.

(1) :Section 3.8.A.1 of Duane Arnold's Technical Specification
requires that the reactor shall not be made critical unless
both the startup and standby transformer are available.
However, loss of either the startup or standby transformers

.

during normal operation are not addressed in the licensee's
Technical Specifications nor is it a limiting condition for
operation. The licensee indicated that they would discuss this
issue further with NRR and the Region. .These issues are
considered unresolved pending a resolution to determine'if the
present Technical Specifications are adequate in this area
(331/84-17-02).

.

(2) - Since the licensee lost the auxiliary transformer, loads
required for normal operation are split between.the startup
and the standby transformers. The startup transformer feedsL v

' the nonessential loads, while the standby-transformer supplies.
7

the essential loads. It was determined that the startup
transformer can supply'all essential and nonessential loads
without reaching a degraded condition of 92% of rated voltage,
set by. Technical Specifications. This condition appeared to
be adequate. -
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e. Conclusion
-

,

In conclusion, the acceptable testing results obtained from the
transformer and the engineering data indicated that the startup
transformer was fully operable and no degradation had occurred.
Additionally, the cause for the deluge system actuation had been
identified and corrected. .Long term concerns by the inspectors
include: modifying the wall that separates the auxiliary from the
startup transformer; modifying the deluge system to prevent spurious
actuation; and addressing loss of either the startup or standby
transformers in the licensee's Technical Specifications.

5. Open Items

Open items are matters which have been discussed with the licensee, which
. ill be reviewed further by the inspector,.and which involve some actionw
on the part of the NRC or licensee or both. An open item disclosed
during the inspection is discussed in Paragraph 4.a.

6. Unresolved Items

Unresolved items are matters about which more information is required in
order to. determine whether they are acceptable items or items of non-
compliance or deviations. An unresolved item identified during this
' inspection is discussed in. Paragraph 4.d.(1).

7. Exit Interview
" A conference call was held between Region III management, the two

inspectors onsite, a representative from I&E headquarters and licensee
representatives on November 24, 1984 to discuss the scope and findings
of the inspection. The licensee acknowledged the statements made by
the NRC representatives with respect to items discussed in the report.
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